OneCloud Partner Program
OneCloud is committed to delivering software that simplifies the creation and on going
management of a hybrid cloud infrastructure for maximum business value. The OneCloud
Recovery™ offering addresses Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity (DR/BC), leveraging
AWS as the Disaster Recovery site.

The Unique Solution
OneCloud quickly and simply auto-discovers a company’s primary infrastructure and sets up
a cost optimized replica in the cloud. Policy management capabilities enable business driven
protection guidelines for applications and data, and the resulting hybrid cloud includes the
automation, scalability and efficiency necessary for service providers to offer cost effective
services to their customers.

For Managed Service Providers:
Managed Service Providers have long been looking for a way to offer cost effective DR/BC
to their clients without the capital investment required for a dedicated recovery site. An
alternative often explored is to leverage the public cloud, due to its considerable potential
economic benefits. But the layers of complexity setting up and managing a DR site in the
cloud can be stifling. OneCloud Recovery has changed that. OneCloud Recovery delivers a
productized DR solution using the public cloud that Managed Service Providers can leverage
to deliver strong margins and a recurring revenue stream.

For Resellers:
OneCloud Recovery is a cost-effective DR/BC solution for your customers and prospects
that is easy to implement. The OneCloud Recovery assessment tool helps you build a DR/BC
plan well suited to your clients needs. The solution will not require your most senior solution
architects or a heavy pre-sales investment to set up, and your customers will benefit from an
affordable DR solution. OneCloud Recovery provides healthy margins and yields a recurring
revenue stream.

OneCloud Partner Program
OneCloud is a channel-friendly company. Our objective is to develop a community of strong
partners around the globe and build a sales organization and culture committed to supporting
our partners for mutual benefit.
As a OneCloud partner, you will have access to a wide variety of marketing, sales and training
materials. In addition, OneCloud provides for opportunity registration as a means to address
channel conflict.

“Cloud computing is experiencing
a compounded annual growth rate
of 23.5% — 5X faster than the
broader technology market —
and expected to (grow) to
$107 billion by 2017.” — IDC
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Why Become a OneCloud Partner?
The DR/BC use-case is amongst those best suited for the public cloud and OneCloud Software
delivers the most comprehensive, purpose-built capabilities for the solution. The result is
a tremendous opportunity, with a highly innovative product set and partner committed
to your success.

In Summary
• The demand for DR/BC solutions that leverage the public cloud is high
• We have the product and support tools that give you competitive advantage
• You have the customers, the skills, and the experience to succeed

How to Apply
To participate in the OneCloud Partner Program, please complete the online Partnership Form
at the OneCloud website: www.onecloudsoftware.com/partner
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